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Splitting and coalescence of photons on a hydrogenlike
atom
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At photon energies o<m and in certain kinematic regions near o 2 m , the splitting and coalescence of
photons on an atom are due to their interaction with bound electrons. The amplitude, the angular and
energy distributions, and the total cross section are calculated for all these cases. The calculations are
performed for a hydrogenlike atom, but the principal estimates are valid for any atom.

PACS numbers: 32.80. - t

,.

1. INTRODUCTION

F It will be shown that if all the photon energies w ,
<<m( mis the electron mass; E=c= I), then F,<< F , . At

Splitting of a photon into two photons can occur in the
Coulomb field of a nucleus, and also when photons interact with bound electrons. If the final and initial
states of the atom coincide, then the amplitude of the
photon splitting on the atom can be represented in the
form
11 1

w f Srn the total splitting cross section is determined by
the "nuclear" term F , of the amplitude. In certain kine-

F=Fp+P,,

(11

where F o and F , are the nuclear and electronic parts of
the amplitude. They are expressed by the Feynman diagrams shown in Figs. l a and lb, with all possible permutations of the photons. All the foregoing applies also
to coalescence of two photons into one. These two processes will be considered together.

,

matic regions, however, the amplitude F makes the
main contribution to the differential cross section of the
splitting or to the total cross section of the coalescence
of the photons.
All the calculations are made for the ground state of a
hydrogenlike atom, but the main estimates are valid for
any atom. It is assumed that the charge Z of the nucleus

The splitting of photons in the field of a nucleus was
first considered more than 40 years ago by ~ i l l i a m s . '
An exact expression for the amplitude of this process
was derived by Shima.2 Constantini etal.' investigated
both the splitting and the coalescence of photons in the
field of a nucleus. Various limiting cases were also
and coalescenceof
photons on an atom. We calculate the amplitude and the
the Cases in which the main concross sections for
tribution to the amplitude is made by its electronic part

In this paper we consider

416
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams of the amplitude of splitting of one
photon into two and of coalescence of two photons into one on
an abm. The dark blocks denote the Coulomb field. The
dashed line corresponds to the Fourier component of the Coulomb field.
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satisfies the condition &<<I.
We denote the energies (momenta) of the photons by
w,(k,), and the momentum transferred to the nucleus by
q. Then
o,=o.+aa,

q=k,-k2-kS.

12)
The average momentum of the bound electron is q=maZ,
the energy of the ground state isl=q2/2m. The dependence of the amplitude F , on the variables w, and q
(Refs. 3, 11, 12) at w, S m is given by
Fo-olo20 aqu"*(aZ)/me.

terms add up to zero in the lowest order of the expansion in w/q, a s can be readily verified by representing
the Green's function a s an eigenfunction expansion
IY.)<Y.I

G=EE-Em

.

From (3) and (7) we get

(3)

Both the splitting cross section and the "rate of the
coalescence rea~tion"'~
do' can be written in the form
d ~ = - ~ /l ,~~l ' d r ,

(4)

where ZIFI2 denotes that IFI2is summed over the polarizations of the photons and is summed and averaged
over the polarizations of the electrons. The factor is
due to the identity of the photons and to averaging over
the initial polarizations. The phase volume is

Describing the electrons by the nonrelativistic Coulomb functions taken from Refs. 13 and 14, and adding
to diagrams l b the "seagull" diagrams from Ref. 15,
i.e., diagrams with two photon lines emerging from one
point, we get:

for the splitting and

in the case of coalescence. For simplicity we shall refer to &' a s well as to & as cross sections, although
clo' has a dimensionality m -5.
We consider now different energy regions.
2. PHOTON ENERGY OF THE ORDER OF THE
-I)
IONIZATION ENERGY (ai

At photon energies on the order of the ionization energy we have q -m ( a ~ ) ~ All
. the electron momenta on
the diagrams of Fig. l b are of the order of the average
coupling momentum q =mcwZ Since the Coulomb parameters of the intermediate electrons are 5,=q/pi-l,
all these electrons should be described by Coulomb
Green's functions. The contribution of the diagram on
Fig. l b to the amplitude is

.

The energy distribution of the photons after splitting is

The coalescence cross section is
where G is the Coulomb Green's function, and the operatorA describes the interaction of the electron and
photon.
The main contribution to (7) is made by values f,-q.
The order of magnitude of the Coulomb functions is
(?!islf)-~-3h, (f\~lf,)-mq-~.A process with an odd
(even) number of photons is allowed for transitions with
(without)change of parity. The consideredprocess with the
Is 1s transition is therefore forbidden and contains an
additional smallness wT", i.e., the operator product
A, -(a~)~wq-'.

where

-

dQa dQt

dtj==J aiajW>

j-

dQ,
B ~ ~ a- t a j ~ .

Here w d e n o t e s that a,a, are averaged and summed
over the photon polarizations. The calculations yield

-

A quantity of the same order is obtained when account
is taken of the relativtstic correction iux k e/2m to the
operatord,. In the total amplitude, however, these
417
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and the remainingA,, and B,, are zero.
The results af the numerical calculations of the cross
sections are given in Figs. 2 and 3.
Vitushkin etab
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At @,<<I it is necessary to replace w, in (16) and (17) by
I, since the propagator denominator is -(2mw3+772).
We consider two cases.

.

a) The case I << w,,,,, cim The contribution to the
terms linear in q/mis made by the relativistic corrections to the wave functions of the bound electrons and
by the Coulomb corrections to the propagators. The
latter have an additional smallness -aZ and need not be
taken into account. The amplitude is given by the diagrams of Fig. l b with free propagators and by the functions of the Is electrons, which take corrections -02
into account.16 The obtained expressions for the amplitudes are

FIG. 2. a-Energy distribution of phonon splitting. Curves 1-5
corresponds to w/Z equal to 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.65, and 0.7, for
which n i s equal to lo3, lo3, 2 xlo2, 10, and 1;
X-n--.

da

i

d(mrlmr) aros(cll;)'

'

b--dependence of the splitting c r o s s section on the energy w1.

3. THE INTERVAL I << w , <<m(wi

-

r])

If all the w, are in the interval 1 <<wl << m, then the
momenta of all the electrons are pi -(& w,)'" >>77.
Therefore the interaction of the intermediate electrons
with the nucleus can be taken into account by perturbation theory; the lowest-order term is the free propagator. The bound electrons are described, accurate to
terms -02, by nonrelativistic functions. The amplitude
calculated with such functions and with free propagators,
however, vanishes. In fact, this amplitude is proportional to the amplitude of the process without the nucleus, i.e., to the amplitude at q=O. But if q=O the k ,
=win and it is impossible to form a nonvanishing scalar
out of the four vectors e, and n Thus the amplitude ac
quires an additional smallness q/m :

.

The results of the calculation of the cross sections are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. A simple analytic formula
could be obtained only for the cross section of the coalescence of the collinear photons

x=w,*w, at (&.&)/w,w,=*l
section is in this case

(w,> w,).

The total cross

-

-

These estimates are valid both for o,- 77 and for a,-I.
For the cross sections we have

wz /a>

-

C

FIG. 4. Splitting of photons a t wi q : a-energy

distribution;

b-angular distribution a t fixed energies. Curves 1 and 2 correspond to wz/wi= 0.1 and curves 3 and 4 to wz/wi= 0.5.
Dashed lines-wi= q ;solid-wi= 27 ;

FIG. 3. Dependence of the coalescence cross section w' on
7-

(k2-k3)/w2wga t oi/I=0.5; X = a 8 (art/mq2)".

Curves 1 and

2 correspond to the cases wz/wl=O.l and wz/wl=0.5.
418
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v=-

vZ ,

Y

h-

XU1

At w,=w, and T = -1, formula (22) simplifies to
.
i

7 nu
x = ~ , a'=24. --

(23)

a,= (8n/3)r2, i s the Thomson cross section.

b) The case w,,,>> I, w, s I. If a photon of energy w ,
i s emitted by the final o r initial electron, the corresponding intermediate electron should be described by
a Coulomb propagator. On the other hand if this photon
i s emitted by the intermediate electrons, then we can
disregard the interaction with the nucleus in all the
propagators. Accordingly,
F1=F,'+F,

t

0 4 3 J( 1
q,=q/q,

p=(l+olll)%, i = l i p ,

F,"--(4na)"At (e,q) (e,e<)-(e,q) (e&) ] l m Z o , .

For w3-I we have @ ( o 3 , q ) - I , F ' : - F ; I / w , < < ~ . For
o3<<Iwe get @(w3, 9)- w3/I. If w3 i s so small that w3
<< I ( I / ~ , )then
,
we can neglect the contribution F:, and
F,=F';. We obtain now the cross sections for the cases
z zw, >> I(z/w,) and o3<<l/w,. In the former case, replacing the term dt, in the phase volume d r by dt,
=qdq/w;, where q2=2wf(l-t,), we have
oaqJ[1+(1-q'/20,zj'l
2
-- - a r , ~ - - ~ ~ ( o a , q ) ~ ~
d o s dq
3
q4w2
do'
n'q
qZ
-=ar,ldq
2
4",
4~

z

00.'40.757

( I - ~ ~(p+x)
,
[2p+z(p.+l) l d x
(24)
(q?(p+r)'+[ ( p 2 + i ) x + ~ p ~ 2 ~ ~ .

(25)

The calculation results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. For
the case w3<< I(I/o,) we have
v-

5

3/ I

-

FIG. 6. Splitting of photon with energy w l q into photons with
energy w3=I and w z ; a-doubly differential cross section a t
w l = q , curves 1-4 show cases when w3/1 i s equal respectively
to 0.6, 1.5, 2 , and 3;b-energy distribution, curves 1-3
correspond to cases w l = q / 2 , v, and 2q (curve 1 must be multiplied by 2);
Y =i
dza
,
ana d(o,lI)d(n/q) '

-

X= I
do
are" d(orl1)

1+2v+2v2

ot-- 4nzar2
mzoS Q ( v ) ,

I

+

Q ( V ) =(2v)4{249(I+v),

I

I-7v-10v2

+

6(1+v)' ~ + ( f + ~ ) l ~ ( l + $ ) ] ) .

4. ENERGIES wi > m
If all the w, 2 m , then the c r o s s sections a and d are
transfers
determined by the region of large
q -wto the nucleus. At these values of q, the main contribution to the amplitude i s made by its "nuclear" part
F , since ~ ~ - o ~ ~ ~ ( ( y ~ ) r n - ~ , With
~ ~ de- a ~ ~ ( ( y ~ ) % - ~ .

FIG. 5. Dependence of the coalescence c r o s s section on 7
= ( k 2- k 3 ) / W z Wa3t w l = q . Curves 1 and 2 correspond to w l J w l
equal to 0.1 and 0.5. ~ = u ' m ~ q / a rfor
$ curve 1 and X
=lOu'mq/cur~ for curve 2.
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u

v)1n(1+~)f3'2[7~v2(~+v)2

(26)
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3

(I+

(

do
0 1
d ~ = a r 2 -m2
T(v),

-

'I,

1 (eln)(elel)
FI'- (4na)'-,
Q (618, q ) ,
4'
m
@(or,q) =I(% 4 ) -I(-or, q)

i+.

o.fJ

-

~,/r

FIG. 7. Coalescence of photons with energies w 3 - I and W J
- 9 . Curves 1-3 correspond tc the cases T = O , G / 2 , and 1;
X= o ( a r ~ q --I~ )
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crease in q or in one of the energies w,, the "nuclear"
part of the amplitude Fodecreases, and the "electronic" part F, increases. There exist kinematic regions
where Fo-F, or F ,<< F Wherever1 Fo F ,, the interference between them must be taken into account; this
is a separate and laborious task. We confine ourselves
to an analysis of the process in those regions where F,

,.

-

<<F,.

If all w,- m , then, a s seen from (3) and (181, F ~ F ,
=O(aZ) at q s q . Therefore the cross sections
&/&& (q-q) and &/dt (1-t'-az) are determined by
the electronic diagrams and can be obtained with the
aid of formula (2), in which we must put t i = 1 and T = 1.
With increasing w,, the momentum-transfer region
where F,,/F,<<~
decreases, and if w,>>m/aZ, then
F,<<F,for d l q .
If one of the energies is small enough (w, <<w ,,) the
cross sections do/dw, and $(w,, w,, w,) are determined
by the electron diagrams. These regions of w, are
respectively w: <<m2w:(a~)3and W: <<&wf ( a ~ )If~the
.
condition w, >>Iis also satisfied, then

zm it makes the main contribution to the cross section
&/&dq
and dd/& at q -q. If one of the energies w, s q ,
then F, makes the main contributions to the cross sections & / d ( w ~ o , ) - a r ~ , ~
and
; ~u ' - a r ~ ( a ~ ) % z ~ / w ~Ifw ~ ~
one of the energies w, -I but w,,,>>I, then the amplitude is described by the diagrams of Fig. lb, where the
energy w, is possessed by the "outermost" photon.
When w, is so small, however, that w3/~<<Z/wl,the energy W, is possessed by the "middle" photon. This amplitude does not depend on w,, and F -const as w, -0.
The results of the numerical calculations are given in
Figs. 2-7.
The differential cross section for photon splitting was
measured by Adler and Cohen" and by Roberts and LiuZO
(see also the paper by Jarlskog et ~1.2'and the interpretation of its results by Dzhilkibaev et aLZ2). Franken
et al.', have reported observation of photon coalescence.
Unfortunately, we can not compare our results with the
experimental data, since the experiments in Refs. 1921 were made in a kinematic region where the amplitude is determined by its nuclear part, and no quantitative results are given in Ref. 22.
We note in conclusion that at wl>> q the splitting and
coalescence of photons on an atom, accompanied by
ionization, are much more probable processes than
those discussed by us. The cross sections of these processes are determined by the region q 71. At q 71 the
amplitude is a product of the factord defined in (18) and
the amplitude of the double Compton effect on a free
electron.24 The boundaries of the kinematically allowed
region of the latter process can be obtained from the results of Ref. 25.

-

The main contribution to (29) and (30) is made by 4-71.
If w, s q, then the main contributions from the region
q >> q to the cross sections do/&,
and d, which are
corrections -aZ to (29) and (30), are made likewise by
electronic diagrams, owing to the proximity of one of
the intermediate electrons to the mass shell (Coulomb
resonance on an electron".18).
At o,<<Ithe valid formulas are (25)-(28), in which we
must confine ourselves to the first terms of the expansion in powers of q2/w: and w2/w:.
5. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

We have considered the splitting and coalescence of
photons on atoms. All the calculations were made for
hydrogenlike atoms, but the main estimates are valid in
the general case. The amplitude of the processes consists of a nuclear part (Fig. la) and an electronic part
(Fig. lb). The nuclear term was investigated in many
We calculated the contribution of the electron shell for all cases when it exceeds the contribution
of the nuclear part of the amplitude.
The nuclear part of the amplitude can be neglected in
the entire region of<< m. At energies w, -I an estimate of the splitting and coalescence cross sections a
and $, respectively, yields o-ar2,((r~)~
and d=ar;rn-\-!
At 0,-71 we have ~-orr2,(aZ)~
and d-ar~im-~q-'.At all
w, 2m the total cross sections o and u' are determined
by the nuclear part F, of the amplitude. In some kinematic regions, however, the main contribution to the
amplitude is made by the electronic part F,. At all w,
420
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It is shown that the photon-echo pulse shape is governed both by the inhomogeneous broadening of the
resonance level and by the parameters of the pump pulses. Short pulses of a strong external field produce
a coherent echo response whose shape is wholly determined by inhomogeneous broadening. If the field is
weak and the length of the first pulse is large in comparison with T*,, the profile of the echo is
determined by the amplitude and shape of the pump pulses. In particular, if the "area" under the first
pulse is less than r / 2 , there is a correlation between the shape of the first pulse and the echo. The results
are then generalized to the case of approximate resonance.
PACS numbers: 42.65.G~

1. INTRODUCTION
Photon (light) echo is beginning to be widely used a s a
method of studying kinetic phenomena in solids and gases. It is well known that photon echo (PE) was originally discovered1 in ruby a s far back a s 1964 and has since
been used in this crystal to investigate relaxation processes in the case of the hyperfine interactions between
chromium ions and the nuclei of aluminum atoms.24
The range of materials in which the photon echo phenomenon has been observed and investigated has expanded
considerably in recent years. In solids, the PE effect
has been discovered, apart from C?' :A1203 (Ref. I ) ,
in P r 3 +: LaF3 (Ref. 5), Nd3+:CaWO, (Ref. 6), Nd3' :YAG
(Ref. ?), and s o on. It has also been seen in certain organic crystal^.^'^ In gases, the PE effect has been investigated in SF, (Ref. l o ) , NH,D (Ref. l l ) , C13H3 (Ref.
12), and SiF, (Ref. 13).
In most of these papers, the photon echo effect was
used to determine the decay time T, of the PE signal,
and this was then used a s a source of information on
the mechanism responsible for interatomic and intermolecular interactions. It is, however, important to
emphasize that these characteristics a r e deduced from
the PE pulse shape which, in general, is determined
not only by the parameters of the medium (homogeneous
and inhomogeneous broadening of the resonance level)
but also by the shape, amplitude, and length of the
42 1
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pump pulses. In many c a s e s (especially in the case of
short intervals between the pump pulses), it has not
been possible to establish whether the PE signal shape
i s , in the final analysis, determined by the resonance
medium o r by the envelope of the pump pulses. The
solution of this problem is important not only from the
point of view of determining the relaxation characteristics of the material under investigation from PE data,
but also for establishing the possibility of using PE a s
a means of storage ,and subsequent reconstitution of the
time structure of pump pulses.
In this paper, we develop a theory of the photon-echo
pulse shape and establish criteria for the utilization of
the PE effect either a s a method of obtaining T, and T,*
o r as a method of recording, storage, and reconstitution of the envelope of the first pump pulse. A numerical experiment was used to investigate violations of
these criteria, and the envelop of the PE signal under
more complicated conditions was investigated.

2. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND INITIAL
RELATIONSHIPS

The production of pulses of coherent radiation is investigated in this paper under a number of assumptions.
1. The pump pulses a r e plane waves propagating in
the z direction with phase velocity v in a medium with
constant refractive index. The slow field and polariza-
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